In this paper the results obtained in [7] 
For an (N+M)-node power system, let nodes 1 to N be nodes where real and reactive powers are specified,
INTRODUCTION
nodes N+l to N+M-1 be nodes where real powers and voltage magnitudes are specified, and node N+M be the slack Because of the increasing difficulty of obtaining node. Then a set of equations for a load flow problem power plant sites in the vicinity of power consumers, is given by (I3), (I4) and (I7), in Appendix I, where electrical power is now often transported through large k. = 0 and c. 0= in (I7 
retically.
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For an (N+M)-node power system, let nodes 1 to N be P-Q specified nodes, and nodes N+1 to N+M-1 be P-V specified nodes and node N+M be the slack node, as in (14), (11) becomes bysform E' (n) and EE (n) into V(n) V (n) and and H 4 by (13) .
2) Solve (17) for AV(n), AV' () and A )
Hi=diag( El/Vi , -E/N+M-I/VN+M-l)
3) Solve (16) for El (n) and El(n) .
4) Obtain El (n+l) and El' (n"l) from (9) and (10). 
As x. >1, for AE. )> 0
When there are no P-V specified nodes, (19) coincides with (3). But this does not mean that the con-
vergence processes for rectangular and polar coordinates are the same. Because the initial voltage magniAs (19) coincides with (3) for the first iteratudes selected for P-V specified nod~5) are the same as tion, so the voltage magnitudes given by (9), (10) and the specit;.ed voltage magnitudes, fV = 0, and there-(11) are higher than those given by (1), (2) and (3) fore AV' =0O. Therefore for the first convergence for the first iteration under the conditions: (9), (10) and (11) are smaller than those given by (1), (2) Table I shows line impedences and Table II corrected at the first iteration(namely AG = 0), the shows specified generation, loads and shunt capacicalculations will converge. Ae0vo( 0. This was due to the suppression of large phase magnitudes, without carrying out matrix calculations . angle corrections described above. When polar coordinates were used, the number of iterations increased The above method guarantees a stable solution monotonously in inverse proportion to the magnitudes of under specified conditions and corresponds to an actual the initial voltages that were selected.
However, when stable operating point when the P-V specified nodes rectangular coordinates were used, the increase was correspond to generator nodes and the P-Q specified monotonous and in inverse proportion to the magnitudes nodes to load nodes, since there will be no loads that of the initial voltages only for cases 2,3 and 4, -f lp/OV a fp /a#J (110) positive off-diagonal elements, the follAwing two conditions are equivalent: The matrix G which satisfies the above conditions is called to be "nearly equal to an M-matrix". 
Proof of (20) From ( (Ei"f n E i-E'nZDEi# Japan, Vol. 96-B, No.4, 1976. [ S. Abe was born in Matsuyama, Japan, on July Would the authors please comment if they tested their method in 19, 1947. He received the B.S. degree in elec-polar coordinates with all nodes (except slack) as P-Q nodes. The tronics engineering and M.S. degree in electrical discusser thanks the authors for making available a copy of their paper. engineering both from Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, in 1970 and 1972, respectively [5] examined a similar problem through a modified N-R method where, as the authors rightly pointed out, the over corrections to the state vector are avoided by multiplying the state vector cor-S. Abe, N. Hamada, A, Isono, and K. Okuda: The authors thank the rections by a parameter A. This parameter is computed through the Hes-discussers for their valuable contributions. The points raised by Mr.
sian matrix at the current iteration of the load flow equations. The Hes-Rao will be discussed first. If the method proposed in [10] always works sian matrix makes the procedure tedious although it ensures con-provided the Jacobian does not change sign during the solution, it vergence where the usual N-R method does not converge because of the would be enough to apply this method only to the first convergence possibility of the Jacobian becoming singular during solution.
iteration, because the load flow calculations will converge to a stable A similar parameter-corrected N-R method was suggested solution when a set of initial values is chosen so that the corresponding elsewhere [10] in Russian literature which to the discusser's knowledge reduced Jacobian matrix is set equal to an M-matrix (In most cases it did not appear in English. 
In order to improve load flow convergence, it is useful to change
